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QUESTION 1

Which two could generate a line chart that contains multiple lines? (Choose two.) 

A. set the chart to Use Data From: Related Records and specify multiple data series, each based on a related number
field 

B. set the chart to Use Data From: Current Record (delimited data) and specify multiple data series, each of which
references a summary field 

C. set the chart to Use Data From: Current Found Set and specify multiple data series, each referencing a single
number field 

D. set the chart to Use Data From: Current Found Set and specify a single data series that contains a return delimited
list of values 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about windows in a FileMaker database? (Choose two.) 

A. A given user may have a maximum of 100 windows open concurrently. 

B. Creation of a new window will activate an OnLayoutEnter script trigger. 

C. On the Windows platform, only the currently active window can be maximized. 

D. The Adjust Window script step can be used to move a window to a location specified by a calculation formula. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two components are required to use all of the features of FileMaker Server 11 Advanced for Windows? (Choose
two.) 

A. PHP Engine 

B. Bonjour service 

C. .NET Framework 

D. Microsoft Management Console 

E. QuickTime Plugin for Windows 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true about the Status Toolbar? (Choose two.) 

A. Record navigation via the Status Toolbar can be prevented by installing a Custom Menu. 

B. The name and/or function of a status toolbar button can be changed by installing a Custom Menu. 

C. The ability to add or remove buttons on the Status Toolbar can be prevented by installing a Custom Menu. 

D. Users whose privilege set has Available menu commands set to Minimum cannot customize the Status Toolbar. 

E. The initial settings of the Status Toolbar are stored with the database file and shared with all users of the hosted file. 

F. Customization of the Status Toolbar can be prevented by running a script which contains the Show/ Hide Status Area
[Lock Show] script step. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

Given a text field myText that contains "blue", which formula extracts the word "blue" from the field? 

A. Filter (myText "color") 

B. MiddleWords (myText 2) 

C. PatternMatch (myText "blue") 

D. Middle ( myText Position ( myText "blue" 1 1 ) 4) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two statements are true in a FileMaker Pro 11 database containing scripts? (Choose two.) 

A. Multiple changes to multiple scripts can be saved using Save All Scripts. 

B. Saving changes to a currently running script will cause the execution of the script to halt. 

C. Running a script while other scripts have unsaved changes will cause all unsaved changes to be reverted. 

D. The Step Into button in the Script Debugger can be used to force the execution of a disabled script step. 

E. Closing the Manage Scripts window will prompt the user to save changes to the order or grouping of scripts. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 7
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What is the minimal requirement to add an external FileMaker data source table occurrence of Inventory from a file
called DEPT to the Relationships Graph of a file called PROD? 

A. an active account associated with the [Full Access] privilege set in both PROD and DEPT 

B. an active account associated with any privilege set for PROD and any privilege set that can view Inventory in DEPT 

C. an active account associated with a privilege set that has the Manage External Data Sources option checked in both
PROD and DEPT 

D. an active account associated with the [Full Access] privilege set in PROD and an active account for DEPT associated
with any privilege set that can view Inventory 

E. an active account associated with a privilege set that has the Manage External Data Sources option checked in
DEPT and a valid account with the [Full Access] privilege set in PROD 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement is true about the Filter Portal Records feature in FileMaker Pro 11? 

A. It can only be configured using FileMaker Pro Advanced. 

B. It requires that one or more additional relationships be added to the Relationships Graph. 

C. The portal filter calculation must refer to at least one field in the immediately related table. 

D. The portal filter calculation may not refer to any globally stored fields, summary fields, or unstored calculation fields. 

E. Any aggregate calculations (sum, count, etc.) based on the portal\\'s relationship will not be affected by the portal
filter calculation. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three are directly selectable options in the Validation tab of the field options dialog in FileMaker Pro 11? (Choose
three.) 

A. Existing value 

B. Member of value list 

C. Strict data type: Integer 

D. Strict data type: Time of Day 

E. Strict data type: Alphanumeric 

F. Minimum number of characters 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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QUESTION 10

In which two cases will the object name of a button be available to a script that is performed by the button? (Choose
two.) 

A. when the Self function is used as the script parameter associated with the button\\'s script 

B. when the button is clicked on and the Get ( ActiveLayoutObjectName ) function is used in the script 

C. when the button\\'s object name is hardcoded into the script parameter associated with the button\\'s script 

D. when the button is tabbed to and then activated from the keyboard and the Get ( ActiveLayoutObjectName ) function
is used in the script 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 11

A FileMaker Pro 11 file is hosted by FileMaker Server 11. In the course of working with the file, users run scripts that
access and update a global variable called $$currentTransactionCount. 

Which statement is true about this situation? 

A. $$currentTransactionCount does not exist when the file is opened. 

B. The value of $$currentTransactionCount will be initialized to a null value each time the user opens the file. C. If the
value of $$currentTransactionCount is changed by a serverside script, all loggedin users will see the new value. 

C. When a user logs into the file, the value in $$currentTransactionCount will be the value the variable had when the
user last logged out. 

D. Whenever a user runs a script that updates the value of $$currentTransactionCount, all other loggedin users will see
the changed value. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which three statements about Instant Web Publishing (IWP) are true? (Choose three.) 

A. It is possible to alter the appearance of the default IWP Home Page. 

B. The appearance of most IWP pages can be be altered using Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). 

C. It is possible to create a URL that links directly to an IWPpublished database, bypassing the IWP home page. 

D. It is possible to limit the list of databases visible on the IWP Home Page to just the specific databases the current
user may access. 

E. It is possible to display databases from multiple instances of FileMaker Server on the IWP Home Page if the servers
have been configured to work with a directory service. 
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Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 13

What is a reason to use the Let() function in a formula for a FileMaker Pro 11 calculation field? 

A. to set a variable $$status that can be displayed on a layout 

B. to limit the iterations of a Loop() function used in the formula 

C. to modify data in a text field referenced elsewhere in the formula 

D. to define a custom function that can be used in other calculation formulas 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

A FileMaker Pro 11 file named Arctic has Require full access privileges to create references to this file checked. Arctic
has also authorized a file named Pacific. After Pacific has been authorized, the owner of Pacific makes a clone of the
file and provides it to another developer. 

How can the owner of Arctic remove authorization from the clone of Pacific and still allow the original Pacific to
reference Arctic? 

A. in the clone of Pacific, Deauthorize the Artic file 

B. in Arctic, Deauthorize Pacific and then Authorize Pacific again 

C. clones of files do not inherit authorizations no additional steps required 

D. in Arctic, Deauthorize the new Authorization ID that appears after the first time the clone references Arctic 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A FileMaker Pro 11 file has a Customer table and a related Contact table. The relationship from Customer to Contact is
configured to create related records in the Contact table. On the Relationships Graph, an external table occurrence
called Invoice is referenced and is related to the Customer table. The file has layouts based on the Customer, Contact,
and Invoice table occurrences. 

The following script is used: 

Script A: 

New Record/Request 

A button that performs Script A has been placed on the Customer layout in a portal that displays the 

related Contact records. 
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Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. When the button is clicked, a new record is created in the Contact table. 

B. When the button is clicked, a new record is created in the Customer table. 

C. If the user is on the Contact layout and runs Script A from the Scripts menu, a new record will be created in the
Contact table. 

D. If the user is on the Customer layout and runs Script A from the Scripts menu, a new record is created in the
Customer table, and a new related record is created in the Contact table. 

E. Without a Go to Layout script step, Script A cannot be run from the Scripts menu and create a new record in the
Invoice table. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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